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1. _______ is a scientific analytical tool that carefully examine a policy before making a 
choice

     	      Logic

     	      Council

     	--->> Model

     	      Elite

2. The strategic planning consists of all the following steps except _______

     	--->> Demolition of Plans Demolition of Plans

     	      Formulation of plans

     	      Execution of plans

     	      Evaluation of plan

3. Which of the following is not among the Actors of public policy?

     	      Bureaucrats

     	--->> Mass media

     	      Interest groups

     	      Statutory officers

4. _______ is a management tool for providing a better analytical basis for decision 
making and for putting such decisions into operation?

     	      IPPIS

     	--->> PPBS

     	      NYSC

     	      IMF

5. The process of thinking and outlining required activities towards sustaining a goal is 
referred to as_______
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     	      Promotion

     	--->> Planning

     	      Decisions

     	      Adjudication

6. One of the following is NOT a basic principle to determine public participation in 
decision making process.

     	      Responsiveness

     	      Accessibility

     	--->> Services

     	      Transparency

7. According to Warren (1996) _______ creates room for democratic deliberation on 
decision making process

     	--->> Public Participation

     	      Political parties

     	      Pressure groups

     	      Class struggle

8. The systematic approach that help a decision-maker in chosen a course of action by 
investigating the problem is called_______

     	      legal rules

     	      Audit

     	--->> System Analysis

     	      Treasury

9. The legislative body is a government institution saddled with the responsibility of 
_______

     	--->> Making Laws

     	      Implementing laws
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     	      Execution of laws

     	      Law Breaking

10. _______ is a mainstay of the Nigerian economy with several roles in the 
development plan of Nigeria

     	--->> Agriculture

     	      Petroleum

     	      engineering

     	      Education
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